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The incorporation of personal interest in construction, in-depth
understanding of building blocks, and transparency in delivery are all

crucial elements for success in the construction industry. 
The fact that both founders have specialization in contracting and

execution further strengthens your company's expertise.
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COMPANY
ABOUT

Welcome to Azerus India Bizcorp Private Limited, a Mumbai-based Construction Company
that has been at the forefront of providing comprehensive infrastructure and civil
execution services since 2006. At Azerus, we redefine construction as more than a mere
assembly of building blocks. Instead, we bring a visionary perspective to every project,
coupled with an unwavering attention to detail.
As the proud parent company, we introduce AA CIVILCON, a dedicated entity under
Azerus India Bizcorp Private Limited. AA CIVILCON is committed to offering a personalized
approach to construction, blending a profound interest in the field with a thorough
understanding of building elements. Our commitment is to seamlessly integrate your
aspirations with top-notch quality and timely delivery, all delivered with utmost
transparency.
Founded on the principles of space planning, design, core construction, and infrastructure
execution, our journey is guided by precision in every aspect. Both of our founders bring a
wealth of individual partner experience and a robust business track record, boasting
specialization in contracting and execution.
At Azerus India Bizcorp Private Limited, we embark on a mission to revolutionize the civil
execution ecosystem, ensuring that each project reflects our dedication to excellence and
innovation.



PROFILE

AZERUS INDIA BIZCORP PRIVATE LIMITED

It's great to hear about AZERUS INDIA BIZCORP PRIVATE LIMITED and its
commitment to revolutionizing the civil executions ecosystem. Your emphasis on a
holistic approach to construction, combining a bird's eye view for the overall vision
and a hawk's eye for detail, reflects a dedication to quality and client satisfaction.

The incorporation of personal interest in construction, in-depth understanding of
building blocks, and transparency in delivery are all crucial elements for success in
the construction industry. The fact that both founders have specialization in
contracting and execution further strengthens your company's expertise.
It would be helpful to highlight specific projects, achievements, or unique
approaches that set AZERUS INDIA BIZCORP PRIVATE LIMITED apart from other
construction companies. This can showcase your capabilities and reassure
potential clients about your experience and commitment to excellence.
Additionally, consider emphasizing your company's commitment to sustainability,
safety, and innovation in construction practices, as these factors are increasingly
important in the industry.
Overall, the provided information paints a positive picture of AZERUS INDIA BIZCORP
PRIVATE LIMITED's approach to construction, and further details could help
reinforce your company's value proposition.



VISSION
OUR

The core of our vision lies in the understanding that achieving
perfection is not just about meeting deadlines or adhering to quality
standards—it's about striking the right balance between the two. We
recognize the significance of time in the fast-paced construction
industry, but we also understand that true excellence demands an
unwavering commitment to quality.
In our pursuit of excellence, we are driven by the belief that each
project should be a testament to the harmonious fusion of art and
engineering. Our commitment to achieving this balance is reflected in
every phase of our work, from meticulous planning and design to
precise execution.
As we carve our engineering niche, we aspire to be recognized not only
for the structures we build but for the lasting impact they have on the
landscape and communities they serve. AZERUS INDIA BIZCORP
PRIVATE LIMITED is dedicated to redefining the standards of
infrastructure and civil construction, where precision meets aesthetics
to achieve the perfect balance between time and quality.

At AZERUS INDIA BIZCORP PRIVATE LIMITED, our vision is to
carve an engineering niche in infrastructure and civil

construction that transcends the ordinary. We are dedicated
to achieving excellence by seamlessly blending precision in

aesthetics, thereby establishing the perfect equilibrium
between time and quality.



At AZERUS INDIA BIZCORP PRIVATE LIMITED, our mission is to cultivate enduring
client relationships through a commitment to innovation, transparency, and

exceeding expectations. We strive to go the extra mile while delivering on realistic
promises with precision—on time, every time, on every project.

Cultivating Lasting Client Relationships: We are dedicated to building
relationships that withstand the test of time. Our mission is centered on

understanding and fulfilling the unique needs of our clients, fostering trust, and
becoming a long-term partner in their success.

1.

Staying Relevant Through Innovations: Innovation is the heartbeat of our
mission. We constantly seek new and inventive solutions to challenges, ensuring

that our clients benefit from the latest advancements in construction and
infrastructure. By staying at the forefront of industry trends, we provide our

clients with cutting-edge and sustainable solutions.

2.

Transparency as a Guiding Principle: Transparency is the bedrock of our
interactions. We are committed to open communication, honesty, and clarity in

all our dealings. This commitment extends to project timelines, costs, and
decision-making processes, fostering a culture of trust and collaboration.

3.

Going the Extra Mile upon Realistic Promises: We understand the importance of
setting achievable goals. Our mission involves making realistic promises and

then surpassing expectations by going above and beyond. We strive to exceed
what is expected, consistently delivering results that leave a lasting positive

impression on our clients.

4.

Precision - On Time, Every Time, On Every Project: Precision is not just a
buzzword for us; it's a commitment. We pledge to execute every project with

meticulous attention to detail, ensuring accuracy in planning, design, and
construction. Our goal is to deliver on time, every time, with a focus on quality

and precision that sets us apart.

5.

In summary, AZERUS INDIA BIZCORP PRIVATE LIMITED's mission is to be a trusted
partner, leveraging innovation, transparency, and precision to exceed client

expectations and cultivate enduring relationships. We are dedicated to consistently
going the extra mile and delivering on our promises to ensure the success of every

project we undertake.
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SERVICE
OUR

AZERUS INDIA BIZCORP PRIVATE LIMITED is your trusted partner for a seamless and hassle-free
experience in a wide range of infrastructure services. With a rich history of expertise, we
specialize in the following areas, ensuring top-notch quality and efficiency in every project:

CC Road Construction Work: We excel in the construction of Concrete Cement (CC) roads,
providing durable and well-crafted solutions for efficient transportation and infrastructure
development.
RCC Box Drain Work: Our proficiency extends to Reinforced Cement Concrete (RCC) Box
Drain construction, contributing to effective drainage systems for sustainable urban
planning.
Sewer Line Work: We offer comprehensive sewer line construction services, implementing
efficient and reliable systems that meet the highest standards of sanitation.
Campus Development Work: Our expertise includes the development of campus
infrastructure, creating conducive environments for educational institutions, corporate
offices, and public spaces.
Planning & Estimation Work: We provide meticulous planning and estimation services,
ensuring that projects are well-organized, cost-effective, and executed with precision.
Thermoplastic Road Marking Paint Work: Specializing in road safety, we offer Thermoplastic
Road Marking Paint services, enhancing visibility and ensuring a safer transportation
network.
Building Construction Work: Our comprehensive building construction services cover
everything from planning and design to execution, delivering structures of enduring quality.
Footpath Beautification Work: Transforming urban landscapes, we specialize in the
beautification of footpaths, creating aesthetically pleasing and functional pedestrian spaces.
Stonecrete Work: Leveraging the durability and versatility of Stonecrete, we provide expert
services in its construction, contributing to sustainable and resilient infrastructure.

At AZERUS INDIA BIZCORP PRIVATE LIMITED, we take pride in delivering excellence in every
project. Our commitment to quality, efficiency, and client satisfaction ensures that your
infrastructure needs are met with precision and professionalism. Experience hassle-free
construction and development with our dedicated and skilled team.
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OUR CLIENTS
MEET

We are proud to have collaborated with esteemed organizations across
various sectors. Our client list includes:

1.

TATA Projects Ltd.2.
One International Centre3.
Municipal Corporation of Greater Mumbai (MCGM)4.
Indian Railways5.
West Bengal Municipal Corporation6.
M/s Prayosha Constructions7.
M/s Rakshit Infrastructure8.
M/s Landmark Corporation Pvt. Ltd.9.
M/s Viral Associates10.
M/s Jainam Constructions11.
M/s Ram Builders12.
M/s API Civilcon Pvt. Ltd.13.
M/s RE Infraprojects14.
M/s R Kolangi Enterprises15.
RDS Project Ltd.16.

These collaborations stand as a testament to our commitment to
delivering high-quality infrastructure and construction services. We value
the trust and partnerships formed with these esteemed clients and look
forward to continuing our journey of excellence in the construction
industry.
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IN TOUCH
GET

Contact Us :

Flat No A202, Real Paradise, CHS Ltd, Plot No. 96, Sec 10, Taloja, Panvel, Raigarh(MH) - 410208, Maharashtra, India

https://azerusibpl.com+91-9967990767 / info@azerusibpl.com

To get in touch with AZERUS INDIA BIZCORP PRIVATE LIMITED, please find our contact details
below:

https://azerusibpl.com/

